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Influence of the dimensions of lifting brushes on the losses at direct harvesting of standing vine dry bean
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Abstract. The influence of the dimensions of lifting brushes, mounted on the cutting bar of a small combine, on the losses at direct harvesting of standing vine dry edible bean, was studied. The form of the brushes was cylindrical and they were mounted on the cutter-bar along the direction of travel of the machine. The diameter and the longitude of the brushes were studied as well as the distance between them on the cutter-bar. Losses at cutting were evaluated. The limits of space position of the pods by height of two new cultivars of standing vine dry bean were determined. It was established that application of the brushes could decrease the losses at direct harvesting under 12%. A brushes diameter of Ø38, a longitude, equal to the longitude of the fingers of the cutter-bar, and a distance of 76.2 mm between brushes were found as optimal.
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Introduction

Dry bean, Phaseolus vulgaris L., appeared as very popular agricultural crop last years. Its price went up 2 – 4 times and any way on the market had not domestic production of dry edible bean. The crop is very proper for agro-ecological crop rotation, which brings new 350 BGN subsidy per ha. Except of this the dry bean is perfect predecessor of winter cereals, leaves on time the plots for cereal sowing and enriches the soil by fixed from the atmosphere nitrogen.

The cultivars, spread nowadays in the country, are basically semi-climbing type. They have to be harvested in two phases, which complicates and elongates the harvesting. The losses at first stage, mowing, reached 5%, from the staying on the field and threshing at optimum working speed – 5.7%, and the indirect losses reached 17% (Georgiev, 1988; Bogatsevska et al., 2003). The tendency in breeding and production of dry edible bean last years was to turn to standing vine cultivars heaving simultaneous maturing of the pods and proper for direct harvesting, without preliminary mowing or uprooting (Papworth et al. 2004).

Direct cutting advantages are decreased dependency from the meteorological conditions, lower costs of the harvesting devices, gathered cleaner and healthy grains etc. Disadvantage are the increased losses at cutting over the soil surface, where often high percentage of the plant pods were disposed (Zyla et al., 2002; Borisov, 2005). The losses at direct harvesting of semi-climbing type cultivars dry bean at Dobrudzha agricultural institute reached 13.5 – 4.9%, but at harvesting standing vine cultivars losses of 10.6 – 13.2% were evaluated (Georgiev, 1988). Since then neither new upright cultivars were developed nor investigations on direct harvesting of such crops were processed in our region.

The aim of the study was to find out the influence of lifting brushes dimensions and the distance between them along the cutter-bar of a combine on the losses at direct harvesting of standing vine dry edible bean, developed in Bulgaria.

Material and methods

Crops data

Two new standing vine dry bean cultivars were studied, developed by breeders of Dobrudzha Agricultural Institute, General Toshevo, Bulgaria. Later in the year they would be accepted by State Cultivar Agency and named, but for the study they will be Cultivar 1 and Cultivar 2. In an agro-technical trial the cultivars were grown at five densities – 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 plants per square meter. The phosphorus fertilizing was P80 (80 kg ha⁻¹ P₂O₅) at four levels of nitrogen fertilization N00 (Control), N40, N80, and N120. The diameters of the stems, 40 mm from the soil were red, as well as the height of lowest end of the first pod along the stem h₁ and the height of its catch to the stem h₄.

Equipment design and laboratory evaluation

Preliminary laboratory trials were led to study characteristics of the plants and the lifting brushes, aiming the number of studied parameters decrease. Especially constructed hand operated carriage has been used. Individual bean plants were fixed on the floor under the carriage and different models of brushes and their position were visually evaluated until defining of study parameters and their levels of variation.

Field evaluation

Field evaluation was led by small combine heaving working width of 1.5 m. Cylindrical form brushes, like bottle washing one, whose dimensions and distance between them are shown in Table 1, were mounted on the cutter-bar along the direction of travel as can be seen on Figure 1. The length of the brushes has been chosen to be half of the length of the fingers of the cutter-bar and equal to it. The distance between brushes was multiple to the step of the knife.

Rear discharge collection system was mounted on the combine to prevent threshing losses to compromise direct-cut losses.
Optimal reel and header height were fixed in preliminary trials and then used for field evaluation. The reel index was chosen to be 1.5. The direct cut by lifting brushes field trial was conducted on a 0.2 ha crop of the new Cultivar 2 in a technology estimating agro-technical trial. Pre-harvest losses were estimated by gathering of shattered seeds from six areas of 0.25m². The seeds then were dried and the moisture content was adjusted at 16% moisture content wet basis (Smith, 2010). Later the whole plants of the same sample areas were collected and threshed to estimate the yield. Field testing began when approximately 80% of the pods were mature and was completed over a period of two days. The crop was free of weeds and had a yield of 2320 kg/ha.

The cutting losses were observed by tossing randomly 0.25m² measuring frame after the cutter-bar has passed. Seeds on the ground in the frame then were collected and separated to shutter, stalk and stubble losses. Pod moisture content was estimated to be 13.4% with a standard deviation of 1.7%.

**Experimental design**

A completely randomized split-plot design has been used with 2x2 main plot factors of brush diameter and length and 3x2 sub-plot factors of travel speed and distance between brushes. The trial was conducted in three replications. The factors, their levels and values are presented in Table 1. Four loss samples of 0.25m² were collected from each replication.

**Results and discussion**

**Crop susceptibility to direct cutting**

The two new cultivars were 2A type, heaving standing vine and fruit bud on the top (CIAT, 1986). The pods are disposed in upper 4/5 of the stem height. The mass of 1000 seeds was 305 – 328 g. A cutting height of 40 mm is considered a typical minimum for a direct-cut harvester, especially equipped by flex draper headers (Folmes, 2011).

During 2014 year the middle diameter of the stem near the zone of cutting was 6.02 mm (SD=0.72 mm) for Cultivar 1 and 5.92 mm (SD=0.62 mm) for Cultivar 2. Along with the increase of the crop density the zone of first pod displacement slightly went higher (Figure 2). Similar results indicated Papworth et al. (2004) and they concluded that the climatic and crop conditions had more to do then

### Table 1. Test parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brush diameter d, mm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38; 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brush length l, mm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75; 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between brushes L, mm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76.2; 152.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel speed v, km/h⁻¹</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2; 3; 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Disposition of the lifting brushes, d=60 mm, l=150 mm, L=76.2 mm

**Figure 2.** Influence of the crop density on the lowest pod disposition; \( h_1 \) – height of lowest pod end; \( h_2 \) – height of lowest pod attachment to stem.

**Figure 3.** Influence of the fertilizing on the lowest pod disposition. \( h_1 \) – height of lowest pod end; \( h_2 \) – height of the lowest pod attachment to stem.
header attachments alone. The middle height of the lowest end of the first pod along the stem for the two new cultivars varied in the limits 42.5 – 45.1 mm. The nitrogen fertilizing obviously influenced this parameter. At N80 its values stabilized in the limits 27 – 32 mm, especially at first two densities (Figure 3). The first pod attachment to the stem was at height 138 – 148 mm (SD=18.5 mm), obviously at the first pod along the stem for the two new cultivars varied in the breeding perfect susceptibility for direct harvesting at lower losses was reached (Figures 2 and 3). This height assured possibility for the lifting brushes to incline the first pod away from the cutting zone of the stem.

### Table 2. Analysis of variance for test parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Computed F</th>
<th>Pr &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brush diameter (BD)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.6496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brush length (BL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>5.46*</td>
<td>0.2481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD x BL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.7428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (M)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between brushes (DB)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>4.26*</td>
<td>0.0765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel speed (TS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.6842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB x TS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.9457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M x S</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.0456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (S)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* – M, S – main plots and subplots; * – significant at 5% probability level

![Figure 4](image4.png)  
**Figure 4.** Total losses at direct cutting of standing vine dry edible bean, brushes longitude l=150 mm, distance between brushes L76.2 mm and L152.4 mm, %

![Figure 4](image5.png)  
**Figure 5.** Total losses at direct cutting of standing vine dry edible bean, l=75 mm of the brushes, distance between brushes L76.2 mm and L152.4 mm, %
Field tests

The analysis of variance displayed that the brush diameter increase have not proven influence on the losses at direct cut of the standing vine dry bean crop (Table 2). In this case we suggest the little diameter because of durability and technological considerations. The increase of the distance between brushes along the cutter-bar led to proven losses increase, especially shutter and stubble losses (Figures 4 and 5). It is due to cut pods which stayed not lifted near the stem in the zone of cutting, and stems, inclined by the brushes and by the fingers which later were cut at higher height.

The increase of brushes longevity led to proven decrease of the losses, especially the shutter losses (Figures 4 and 5). The shortest brushes inclined the lowest pods away of the cutting zone, but in the moment the pod reached the end of the brushes the reel bat pushed them on the knife and shutter losses increased. Gathering losses for the lifting brushes heaving d = 38 mm and I = 150 mm varied from 11.4 – 23.2% with a mean of 17% (SD = 5.5%). Gathering losses for the lifting brushes heaving d=60 mm and l=75 mm varied from 15.3 – 26.3% with a mean of 21.4% (SD = 4.8%) (Figures 4 and 5). Shattered losses were the major part of gathering losses, comprising 65 – 80% of them. We can´t find difference between stalk and stubble losses, so the total of losses is analyzed then. Never mind the analysis of variance revealed that there is not difference in losses according to working speed, the least losses can be observed at 2 km/h – under 12% (Figure 4, a and b). The optimum brushes dimensions and distance between them one could determine according to the minimum of total losses, so it can be seen on Figure 4a at 2 km/h working speed and a distance of 76.2 mm between brushes.

Conclusion

During 2014 year the middle diameter of the stem near the zone of cutting was 6.02 mm (SD = 0.72 mm) for Cultivar 1 and 5.92 mm (SD = 0.62 mm) for Cultivar 2. The middle height of the lowest end of the first pod along the stem for the two new cultivars varied in the limits 42.5 – 45.1 mm. It was established that application of the described brushes could decrease the losses at direct harvesting under 12%. A brushes diameter of Ø38, a longitude equal to the longitude of the fingers of the cutter-bar and a distance of 76.2 mm between brushes were found as optimal and we do suggest these dimensions to the producers at harvesting in the practice.
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